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Abbreviations 

 

AAP – Public Procurement Agency 

AGER – Association for Efficient and Responsible Governance 

ANI – National Integrity Authority 

ANSA – National Agency for Food Safety 

ANSC – National Agency for the Settlement of Appeals 

CA – Contracting Authority 

CAPCS – Centre for Centralized Public Procurement in Health 
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CNA – National Anticorruption Centre 

DC – District Council 
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NGO – Non-governmental organization 
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RFQ – Request for quotations 

TL – Theoretical Lyceum 

WG – Working Group 
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Introduction 

 

The Association for Efficient and Responsible Governance (AGER) continues to monitor the 

use of public money, especially through public procurement procedures, under the project 

"Public Money is My Money Too!", with the financial support from the National Endowment 

for Democracy. This monitoring report presents the main findings and conclusions made 

during the monitoring activity carried out between April 2021 and September 2021. The 

report contains a series of legislative and regulatory, as well as functional suggestions and 

recommendations based on conclusions, which are aimed at improving the public 

procurement system in the Republic of Moldova.  

 

Methodology: 

The report was prepared by the Association for Efficient and Responsible Governance 

(AGER) after analysing several procedures in the electronic public procurement system 

MTender, data on awarded contracts (available on the website of the Public Procurement 

Agency), as well as decisions issued by the National Agency for the Settlement of Appeals. It 

provides a summary of the most serious errors, as well as recommendations made in order to 

streamline the public procurement process, both in terms of the required legislative changes 

and concrete measures to be taken by relevant key players.  

The authorities selectively monitored by AGER during the reporting period are as follows:  

- Public Services Agency; 

- Ministry of Education, Culture and Research; 

- Mayor's Office of Chisinau city; 

- Praetor's Office of the Central precinct; 

- Praetor's Office of the Buiucani precinct; 

- General Directorate of Education, Youth and Sports; 

- General Directorate of Housing, Communal and Planning Services of the Chisinau 

Municipal Council; 

- General Directorate of Public Transport and Communications of Chisinau city 

- Centre for Centralized Public Procurement in Health; 

- P.I. State University of Medicine and Pharmacy „N. Testemitanu” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.chisinau.md/pageview.php?l=ro&idc=462&t=/Primaria/Directii/Directia-generala-locativ-comunala-si-amenajare
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Executive Summary 

 

Transparency of public procurement is one of the principles enshrined in the Law on public 

procurement no. 131/2015. It is a priority declared by the central and local public authorities 

as a measure to boost citizens' confidence in the efficiency of using public money, as well as 

a measure to fight corruption. The MTender public procurement system, which enables any 

interested person to analyse the tender documentation prepared by contracting authorities and 

the tenders submitted by economic operators, has been implemented several years ago. 

Starting in 2021, even healthcare procurements were included back to the MTender system, 

after a period of absence, even though the system has not been fully adapted to this type of 

procurement. More recently, there has been a grandiose launch of the Business Intelligence 

(BI) module, which should ensure full access to information of public interest, by generating 

reports on public procurement procedures carried out through the new MTender system. In 

reality, however, things are not nearly as good as they seem. The procurement system does 

not yet provide the necessary functionality to carry out all types of procurement, being 

adapted only for a few types of procedures (open tender and request for quotations). Also, the 

contracting stage is not yet reflected in the MTender system. Thus, a procedure that was 

cancelled and initiated repeatedly is perceived as two unrelated procedures, which leads to 

distortion of accessible data in the BI module.  

On the other hand, while huge efforts are being made to develop the public procurement 

system, the Court of Auditors' reports constantly reflect data proving that some central public 

authorities (Ministry of Education, Culture and Research, Ministry of Internal Affairs, etc.) 

do not complete at least half of the public procurement procedures initiated through the 

MTender system. Some central or local public authorities carry out all public procurement 

procedures without using MTender, by dividing the amounts allocated into smaller portions, 

below the thresholds provided by the Law 131/2015. Thus, such public procurements are not 

reflected in the MTender system. In other cases, authorities resort to the negotiated procedure 

without prior publication of a contract notice, with or without justification.  

Another category of public procurement that is not reflected in the MTender system is 

procurements from grant or loan funds provided by international financial institutions. The 

value of such procurements is considerable. However, interested citizens are in fact deprived 

of the opportunity to monitor how the money is used, although they will be responsible to 

repay the loans contracted by the contracting authorities, and pay the interest, management 

fees and penalties. Thus, loans contracted from international financial institutions becomes a 

very attractive way for less honest representatives of public authorities to avoid the obligation 

to be transparent with the citizens whose interests they represent. The lack of transparency of 

very large procurements facilitates fraud and waste of public money, regardless of the noble 

goals of international financial institutions that provided such financial resources. 

Unfortunately, the issue of public procurement reform seems to be addressed more in terms 

of development of platforms to ensure transparency. Although the secondary regulatory 

framework has been adjusted to some extent with regard to some specific types of works, the 

legal mechanisms for sanctioning violations in the field of public procurement are still 

missing. 
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This report contains a summary of the most common problems faced while monitoring public 

procurement. We divided the report into 4 chapters as follows: 

1. Poor planning of public procurement 

2. Limited transparency of public procurement 

3. Distortion of competition in public procurement 

4. Analysis of ANSC's decisions. 
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Chapter 4. Analysis of ANSC's decisions 

 

 

➢ Non-execution of ANSC's decisions 

 

Another problem is the failure of contracting authorities to execute the ANSC's decisions. 

Unfortunately, the extent of this problem cannot be assessed, as there is no institution 

empowered to monitor the execution of these decisions. Although in the operative part of its 

decisions ANSC stipulates the obligation of the contracting authority to inform the Agency of 

the measures taken, the ANSC's website reflects only the “Reported” status when receiving a 

response from the contracting authority, whether or not it executed the decision. 

Thus, for example, in its first decision on the case “KVM Cons SRL vs. the Praetor's Office 

of Central Precinct”, ANSC admitted the appeal and ordered the contracting authority to 

establish the non-compliance of the tender submitted by “Credo Industry” SRL (see ANSC 

Decision no. 03D-640-21 of 09/09/2021). However, the Praetor's Office of Central Precinct 

did not comply with the decision of ANSC and again selected "Credo Industry" SRL as the 

winning tenderer. This fact is known due to the submission of a repeated appeal by “KVM 

Cons” SRL (see ANSC Decision no. 03D-676-21 of 23/09/2021). Although the Praetor's 

Office of Central Precinct did not comply with the first decision of ANSC, only the word 

“Reported” is reflected in the respective section of the ANSC's website. 

 

 

If ANSC does not receive any reply, "missing information" will be displayed on the website. 

However, the indication or non-indication of this information on the ANSC's website is not a 

sufficient mechanism for the execution of ANSC's decisions. Therefore, only the economic 

operators concerned are in fact monitoring the compliance with the Agency's decisions, while 

the lack of their interest may lead to failure of the contracting authorities to comply with 

ANSC's decisions. Where the contracting authority infringes an ANSC's decision, the 

economic operators concerned may file a new appeal and request the contracting authority to 

comply with the ANSC's decision. In such cases, ANSC accepts the appeals and again 

cancels the award decisions adopted in violation, as shown in the case mentioned above: 

In this context, the Agency considers that the decision of the working group on repeatedly 

awarding the public contract to the economic operator "Credo Industry" SRL, is in conflict 

with the stated legal provisions, being, at the same time, issued contrary to the ANSC's 

Decision no. 03D-640-21 of 09/09/2021, which, if not suspended or cancelled by the 

competent court, is enforceable for the parties, and therefore, the appellant's claims should be 
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admitted. However, further to Article 86 para. (11) of the Law no. 131/2015, “The decision of 

the National Agency for the Settlement of Appeals is binding on the parties. The public 

contract concluded by non-compliance with the decision of the National Agency for the 

Settlement of Appeals is null and void”. 

In conclusion, we reiterate the need to establish a mechanism for monitoring cases of failure 

of contracting authorities to execute decisions of the National Agency for the Settlement of 

Appeals.  

 

➢ Uniformity of ANSC's decisions 

As for the uniformity of the ANSC decisions, the decisions of the ANSC's panels and the 

interpretation of the presence or lack of the appellant's interest draw our attention. In this 

regard, we noticed that: 

 

ANSC provides an affirmative reply in the following decisions: 

 

In the case “Primaterax-Nord SRL vs. Barnova Mayor's Office”, in the Decision no. 03D-

128-21 of 04/03/2021, ANSC specifies: 

 

Likewise, the Agency will reject the contracting authority's arguments regarding the 

appellant's lack of interest in promoting this appeal, insofar as "Primaterax-Nord" SRL 

submitted a tender in this award procedure, so it cannot be denied that it “has or had an 

interest in obtaining this public contract” within the meaning of provisions of Article 82 para. 

(1) of the Law no. 131/2015. At the same time, based on the content of the appeal, the 

appellant invokes an unequal treatment towards the tenderers, given that his tender was not 

accepted because he does not meet the qualification requirements, but "several violations 

committed by the winning consortium, „Izodromgaz” SRL, were overlooked", while the 

Agency should assess only the merits of such claims. Moreover, the appellant's representative 

stated at the open hearing for the review of the appeal that: "in the event of admission of his 

claims, and respectively the cancellation of the award procedure in question, he intends to 

participate in a possible repeated procedure, in association with another economic operator 

that would comply with the eligibility and qualification requirements." 

 

In the case "Capital SRL vs. Gauzeni Mayor's Office", ANSC examined the merits of the 

appeal of "Capital" SRL and even admitted it by the Decision no. 03D-96-21 of 23/02/2021, 

although previously, by the Decision no. 03D-975-20 of 24/12/2020, it decided that the 

tender of "Capital" SRL under the same procurement procedure was non-compliant. 

Although the issue of admissibility was not addressed in the decision, ANSC admitted for a 

substantive examination an appeal lodged by a tenderer whose tender had been rejected by 

the contracting authority following the ANSC's decision.  

 

ANSC provides a negative reply in the following decisions: 
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In the case "ОOО Минский Автомобильный Завод – управляющая компания холдинга 

„БЕЛАВТОМАЗ” vs. Chisinau Mayor's Office", by the Decision no. 03D-416-21 of 

24/06/2021, ANSC states: 

 

“Thus, on the date of examination of the appeals lodged by both appellants, indicated in the 

preamble of this decision, their tenders were rejected as unacceptable and non-compliant, and 

the non-compliance of such tenders was established by the contracting authority documents 

related to the disputed public procurement procedure, including by the decisions of the 

National Agency for the Settlement of Appeals no. 03D-340-21 of 03/06/2021 and no. 03D-

334-21 of 02/06/2021.  

 

However, in this case, the grounds invoked by the appellants do not give them a real chance 

of being awarded the public contract, which is why none of them has a personal, direct or 

actual interest in the application of measures to remedy the contracting authority's actions 

under the public procurement procedure no. MD-1614258987702 of 02/04/2021, given that 

the appellants, even if they pursued an interest in obtaining this public contract, by submitting 

their tenders, they lost interest in obtaining the contract after their tenders were found non-

compliant based on the mentioned decisions of the National Agency for the Settlement of 

Appeals. In that respect, it should be noted that their tenders can no longer be acceptable and, 

respectively, the appellants can no longer have a real chance of being awarded the public 

contract as a result of the contested procedure, and consequently, they are denied their right 

to claim any damage which have been incurred or may by incurred." 

 

In the case "TILUANA SRL vs. Temporary placement centre for children with disabilities of 

Hancesti city", by the Decision no. 03D-410-21 of 24/06/2021, ANSC states the following: 

 

"Thus, regarding its criticisms relating to the winning tender, it should be mentioned that 

even if these criticisms prove to be justified, the final award of the contract would not benefit 

the appellant, and the final result will be only the change of the selected winning tenderer, 

insofar as there is a fourth participant, while "TILUANA" SRL has not made any claim 

regarding this tender, which might be followed by a possible cancellation of this public 

procurement procedure. In this respect, it is confirmed that the appealing economic operator 

would not obtain any practical benefit, or he would be in a position to formulate another 

appeal, which could be of no use, and using such an exercise by the appellant would only 

lead to delays in this public procurement procedure. [...] 

 

Moreover, the cancellation of the public procurement procedure and the participation of the 

appellant in a new procedure with chances to be awarded the contract cannot serve as a real 

proof of interest in promoting this appeal based on the fact that the tenderers are responsible 

for the preparation of the tender, and in this case the appellant chooses deliberately to submit 

a tender, which does not comply with all the technical specifications requested by the 

contracting authority. However, he accepted all the requirements specified in the tender 

documentation by not filing an appeal within the legal timeframe." 
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These inconsistencies in the interpretation of Article 82 of the Law no. 131/2015 by ANSC 

generate uncertainty for economic operators. However, it is not absolutely clear whether or 

not a tenderer (whose tender is rejected) can file an appeal regarding the evaluation of other 

tenders. ANSC representatives stated that they were guided by the law, by the practice of the 

European Court of Justice and the National Council for the Settlement of Appeals of 

Romania, as well as by the expertise shared by international experts from Sigma and the 

European Commission during trainings attended by ANSC advisers, which show that any 

economic operator should prove that they have an interest in obtaining a public contract, 

while the identification of a non-compliant tender of an economic operator leads to the loss of 

interest in obtaining a public contract. 

 

 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The development of digital tools for conducting public procurement procedures is extremely 

important to ensure transparency and to enable civil society and citizens to monitor how 

public money is used. The pressure of the society that may see how public money is spent 

leads to a more responsible behaviour of the authorities and reduces the incidence of cases of 

fraud/manipulation in public procurement. However, the expected effect is limited as long as 

the legislation does not provide for functional mechanisms to sanction deviations from legal 

provisions. The permissive legal provisions, coupled with the lack of legal mechanisms to 

ensure compliance with transparency mechanisms, due to legislative gaps, favour the 

promotion of interests, other than public ones, in public procurement procedures.  

 

 

Accordingly, the following conclusions should be highlighted: 

1. Poor planning of public procurement procedures, which leads to a low efficiency of 

procurement and waste of public money; 

2. Competition in public procurement procedures is limited by the application of 

improper procedures or the adjustment of technical specifications; 

3. Admitting the development of specific types of public procurement without respecting 

the principle of transparency; 

4. Awarding public contracts to economic operators that submitted non-compliant 

tenders; 

5. There are no mechanisms to enforce the ANSC's decisions, which determines some 

contracting authorities to ignore them; 

6. There is a lack of efficient control of and punishment for procurement violations; 

7. Civil society still has insufficient leverage to influence and stop illegal proceedings. 

 

Recommendations: 
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Based on the findings of the report, the authors propose, at this stage, the following 

recommendations: 

Legal or regulatory: 

- Regulate the conduct of low-value procurement procedures as part of the transparent 

procurement system; 

- Amend the Law 131, in particular, Article 82 paragraph (1), so that the circle of 

interested persons, who may file an appeal with ANSC is widened to include 

representatives of the civil society; This amendment is imperative, given that AAP 

has no longer control over the publication about and conduct of procurement;  

- Include clear legal provisions regarding the admissibility or inadmissibility of 

initiating repeated procurement procedures during the examination of a procurement 

procedure with the same subject at ANSC; 

- Complete the provisions of Article 25 of the Law 131/2015 with the phrase “as well 

as the continuation of implementation, including the extension of timelines and 

increase of the value of public contracts concluded between the blacklisted economic 

operator and a contracting authority”, after the phrase “participation of economic 

operators in public procurement procedures”; 

- Amendment of Article 86, para. (12) of the Law 131/2015 as follows “The decision of 

the National Agency for the Settlement of Appeals regarding the settlement of the 

appeal may be challenged in the competent court, without observing the prior 

procedure” 

- Update and complete the Regulation on low-value procurements, by applying the 

provisions of Article 25 of the Law no. 131/2015 and GD no. 1418 of 28/12/2016 for 

the approval of the Regulation on the creation of the List of economic operators 

prohibited from participating in low-value procurement procedures; 

- Complete Chapter III of the Contravention Code of the Republic of Moldova 

(Authorities competent to solve contravention cases) by including the regulations 

regarding the authority competent to ascertain and sanction the contraventions 

provided in Article 327/1 of the Contravention Code (Violation of rules on initiating 

and conducting public procurement procedures). 

Functional: 

- Contracting authorities should ensure the publication of all public procurement plans, 

notices of intended procurement and contract notices on websites; 

- Contracting authorities should ensure the conduct of public procurement procedures, 

including low-value procurements, in the MTender system; 

- Contracting authorities should show maximum responsibility for the qualitative 

conduct of procurement procedures, as well as for the implementation of ANSC's 

decisions. 

- The Government, together with development partners, should ensure the development 

of the new e-procurement system based on OCDS standards, by ensuring maximum 

transparency and efficient mechanisms for monitoring public procurement; 
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- CNA, the Court of Auditors, the Competition Council, the Financial Inspection, as 

well as other authorized authorities, should initiate, ex officio, the investigation of 

cases that are reported by civil society, when the violation of the legislation is 

obvious. 


